
Question: Answer:

Which of these keyboard shortcuts quickly save a file? Ctrl S

Which option would you choose to save a copy of you work, 

without overwriting the original? save as

Which of these is the best way to organise lots of files? Alphabetical order

What should a password always be? Hard to guess

If you haven't saved your work and the computer crashes, what 

happens to it?

Auto-save might have saved your work 

but rely on it

How does your computer know which application to open a file 

with? The file extension

What makes a good password?

A mix of letters, numbers and special 

characters

What is a network?

A device (or computer) which is 

connected to at least one other device

What is an attachment? A file that is sent with an email

What is your email address for school? username@acle.norfolk.sch.uk

Which of these is the most important when presenting 

information? Audience and purpose

Which of these might you include in a newsletter? Graph or chart

What application should you use if you want to present your 

information in the form of a leaflet or poster? Desktop publishing

What application should you use if you want to present your 

information in the form of a chart or graph? Spreadsheet

What application should you use if you want to present your 

information online? Web design

What application should you use if you want to present your 

information in the form of a video or short film? Video editing

What application should you use if you want to present your 

information as moving images and text? Animation

What type of software should you use if you want to create or 

edit images to present your information? Drawing / painting package

What approach could you use to help design a film sequence? Create a storyboard

Which of these is NOT capable of producing a spreadsheet? Microsoft Office Word

What word is used to describe re-organising the order of data? SortIn a cell reference, for example A1, what does the letter refer 

to? The column the cell is in

 Formulae must always start with which symbol? EqualsWhich of the following tasks would a spreadsheet be best used 

for?

Keep track of money raised at a charity 

eventWhich tool is best used to duplicate information from cell to 

cell? Fill handleWhy might charts and graphs be a way of making the data in a 

spreadsheet easier to understand?

Because the data is presented in a more 

visual wayWrap text is an option which can be applied to cells in order to 

do what? Resize a cell to fit the text insideThe software can help guide us through the process of creating 

a chart. This is called a...? WizardWhat term describes changing the horizontal or vertical 

position of text? Alignment

Which of the following is NOT true of databases? You have to use a computerWhich of the following is a piece of software used to create 

databases? Microsoft Office AccessWhat term describes a personalised letter which can be sent to 

customers of a supermarket? Mail mergeWhich of the following is an advantage to paper-based 

databases?

You do not need any training on how to 

use the databaseThinking of data, information and knowledge - which of the 

following is an example of information? 9

Which of the following holds a single piece of data? Record
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Which field would be inappropriate in a database of countries? First name

What is the correct definition of a primary key?

A field that contains unique data in each 

recordWhat database feature checks to see if data meets certain rules 

when entered to a table? ValidationWhich validation rule would you use to limit what a user can 

enter to only a few options, e.g. male or female? List check

Which of these is classed as personal information? Date of birth

What can you do to get less spam?

Always tick the 'don't pass on my 

details' box when filling forms in

What might someone do if they steal your identity

Try to access your bank account or set 

up a loan in your name

Why should you be careful when using file sharing sites? You might be downloading malwareSomeone has told you three reasons why you shouldn't let your 

mobile phone post your location on social networking sites. 

Someone might go to your house while 

you're out and burgle it

What term describes the act of winding someone up online? TrollingWhat should you do if you want to meet someone you only 

know online?

Tell an adult / Take an adult with you 

and meet in a public space

What software can you use to avoid getting viruses? Anti-virus software

Which of these statements is true?

It is illegal to download from file-sharing 

sites


